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Key recommendations
1. It must be acknowledged by all levels of government that the Australian climate is changing as
a result of the accumulation of greenhouse gasses, particularly carbon dioxide, in the
atmosphere. Global warming is accelerating the rate of native species extinction.
2. Fundamental reference documents regarding ecosystem condition and influencing factors
should include the latest “Nature Conservation Review” (NCR4) published by the Victorian
National Parks Association (VNPA).
See https://vnpa.org.au/publications/nature-conservation-review-2014/
In addition, the biennial “State of the Climate” reports jointly published by CSIRO and BOM
should be accepted by all levels of government as bedrock information for the formulation of
ecosystem protection policy. See http://www.bom.gov.au/state-of-the-climate/
3. The notion of “adaptation” to climate change is flawed. Prevention is the preferred position.
4. To reduce the speed and number of extinctions, all levels of government need ambitious
policies to reduce greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere.
5. There should be a permanent intergovernmental Disasters Standing Committee, convened by
the Commonwealth including representatives of all States and Territories.
6. Logging and salvage logging of native forests magnify the biodiversity disaster caused by
bushfires. To save our unique native species, indeed entire ecosystems from extinction, it is
essential that all government tolerated native forest logging corporations be wound up as a
matter of urgency.
7. The fleet of fire fighting aircraft must be increased, and emphasis placed on rapid dowsing of
ignitions arising from lightning strikes and other sources. Barriers to the use of this fleet must
be removed.
8. Building codes and Australian Standards relating to bushfire resistant structures need a
complete overhaul. The objective must be changed from “saving the building” to “saving the
lives of the people in the building”. This change of emphasis is not trivial.
9. The “fire-stick farming” practices of Traditional Owners deserve much more serious
consideration. Radical changes are needed in our current fire management practices, and
Traditional Owners can show us the way. Jurisdictional and administrative barriers need to be
removed.
10. There is no place for hectare based forest fuel reduction targets. Indeed, the value of hazard
reduction burning diminishes as the climate becomes warmer and drier. Hazard reduction
burning is most effective near built assets and human populations.
11. The Commonwealth should have the power to declare a Disaster, and mobilise people and
resources to deal with it, including mobilisation of the Defence Forces for that purpose.
12. There should be no exemptions from the requirements of the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act.
Indeed, the Act and its enforcement need
strengthening.
13. The Biodiversity 2037 Plan should be extended to include native forest rehabilitation and
protection, with an intention to employ the entire workforce currently engaged in native forest
logging. More forested landscapes need to be protected as national parks.
14. The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) deserves copious public praise for its role in
providing accurate and timely life-saving information during the recent bushfire emergency.
The ABC deserves support from all levels of government.
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Legislative Council, Environment and Planning Committee
Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline in Victoria
Parliament House, Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002
Email: ecosystems@parliament.vic.gov.au

A personal submission to the
Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline in Victoria
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline
in Victoria. This submission is in the public domain.
Focus
The focus of my concerns is on the decline of our native forest ecosystems. My
submission is limited to addressing the jarring incompatibility between bushfires, native
forest logging, salvage logging and biodiversity.
Caveat
This is a personal submission from Charles Street.
This submission is not intended to represent the views of any other person or organisation.
Introduction
From my backyard about 2.6 kilometres away, I witnessed the fire on Balmattum Hill,
Euroa, Victoria, 4 January 2020. I can attest to the awesome effectiveness of the aerial
fire fighting that suppressed the blaze.

Image by iChaz
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Get real
All governments in Australia need to acknowledge that the climate is changing.
Global warming is contributing to the decline of all ecosystems, terrestrial, aquatic and
marine, in Australia.
Global warming is contributing to the bushfires which are destroying our forest
ecosystems.
The fire front bears down on Mallacoota

Image by Eternity: Ken Spackman

Specifically;

• the temperatures of the atmosphere and oceans are slowly increasing due to global
warming caused by the accumulation of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses in
the atmosphere

•
•
•
•
•

sea levels are slowly rising due to increased melting of land-based ice
oceans are becoming more acid due to the addition of carbon dioxide
extreme weather events are becoming more frequent and more extreme
droughts and floods are becoming more frequent and severe
bushfire risk, especially in south eastern Australia, is increasing rapidly

See https://www.csiro.au/en/Showcase/state-of-the-climate
All of these phenomena increase the rate of extinctions of valuable plant and animal
species, indeed entire ecosystems, especially when compounded with bushfire.
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Extent and speed
This map from VicEmergency shows the extent of the 2020 bushfires in eastern Victoria
and southern NSW.

The following video shows the speed with which the bushfires consumed the forests of
eastern Victoria.
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCYUxIe11Kk
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Image from Wikipedia

We knew this was coming
Global warming is caused by the slow net increase in greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere,
particularly carbon dioxide (CO2).
We have known this fact for almost 150 years.
John Tyndall built the world’s first successful instrument for measuring the heat absorbing
properties of gasses. An infrared photometer.
Tyndall made extensive measurements of the effects of radiant heat on a wide range of gasses,
including air, water vapour, carbon dioxide and methane.
He immediately understood the
implications. John Tyndall wrote…
“Now if, as the above experiments indicate, the chief influence (on climate) be
exercised by the aqueous vapour, every variation of this constituent must produce a
change of climate. Similar remarks would apply to the carbonic acid (CO2) diffused
through the air, while an almost inappreciable admixture of any of the stronger
hydrocarbon vapours (e.g. methane) would powerfully hold back the terrestrial rays and
produce corresponding climatic changes. It is not, therefore, necessary to assume
alterations in the density and height of the atmosphere to account for different amounts
of heat being preserved to the earth at different times; a slight change in the variable
constituents of the atmosphere would suffice.
Such changes in fact may have
produced all the mutations of climate which the researches of geologists reveal.
However this may be, the facts cited remain firm; they constitute true causes, the
extent alone of the operation remaining doubtful.”
from Tyndall, J. (1872) Contributions to molecular physics in the domain of Radiant Heat,
Longmans Green and Co., London, page 40.
See https://archive.org/stream/contributionsto01tyndgoog#page/n61/mode/1up
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Despite decades of ferocious debate and the toppling of too many Prime Ministers,
there are still arguments about the veracity of long established scientific facts.
This debate is not trivial. It has resulted in policy paralysis.

See https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Cover-Story/Australia-locked-in-climate-policyparalysis-despite-summer-of-fire
For more detail, see https://germanwatch.org/sites/germanwatch.org/files/
CCPI-2020-Results_1.pdf
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Via disasters, the paralysis is costing lives.
This festering denial of the science is ludicrous and irresponsible, and this Inquiry should
find accordingly.
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Bedrock references
As testament to the condition and trends of
our ecosystems in Victoria, the latest
“Nature Conservation Review” (NCR4)
published by the Victorian National Parks
Association (VNPA) should be regarded as
a fundamental resource.
See https://vnpa.org.au/publications/
nature-conservation-review-2014/

In addition, each government in Australia,
and preferably each political party, should
formally endorse the latest “State of the
Climate” report jointly published by the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation (CSIRO) and the
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM).
“State of the Climate” is not a set of
forecasts.
It is a history of what has
already happened. “State of the Climate”
should be regarded as scientific bedrock.
See https://www.csiro.au/en/Showcase/
state-of-the-climate
If any individual or group in government
does not wish to endorse “State of the
Climate” they should publish their
objections, along with their evidence.
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Forget adaptation. Embrace prevention
For the past four decades, CSIRO and BOM have been keeping records of a “Forest Fire
Danger Index” (FFDI). The diagram below shows the changes in the FFDI over time.
Exhortations to “adapt” to the rapidly increasing bushfire risks are ridiculous.

Note that the areas which burnt in the 2019/2020 bushfires are mainly in the “yellow”
zones, rather than the higher risk “red/brown” zones.
The concept of “adaptation” implies that we humans can find ways to “cope” with a
problem and continue with normal life. The speed with which the FFDI has increased
makes such “adaptation” impossible.
There will never be enough fire trucks, fire fighters and water bombers to protect every
home.
Reference: CSIRO & BOM State of the Climate December 2018.
See page 5 in https://www.csiro.au/en/Showcase/state-of-the-climate
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Image by iChaz

Despite a high level of vigilance and preparedness, this summer’s bushfires were on a
scale that no human intervention could hope to manage. The authorities fought the blazes
with everything they had, including courage well above and beyond the call of duty. But it
was nowhere near enough. They were completely overwhelmed.
Prevention of ignition, and increased aerial dousing of lightning strikes will help.
But …

To prevent extinctions, the emphasis must be on prevention, by
reducing the concentration of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere.
In this respect governments everywhere in the world must redouble their efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, specifically;

•
•
•
•

stopping the production and combustion of fossil fuels
replacing fossil fuel generation of electricity with renewable energy
investing in renewable energy
developing forms of transport which do not use fossil fuels

Australia can, and should play a leading role in this endeavour.
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Government programs for reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
The government of Victoria has a laudable program which addresses the issues above,
but the implementation needs to be faster to help mitigate the risk and severity of
bushfires.
See https://www.climatechange.vic.gov.au/victorias-climate-change-framework
All State and Territory governments need such a program.
Most urgently of all, the Commonwealth needs a rational, coherent and ambitious policy to
rapidly reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This policy needs to be aligned with a new
CO2-free energy production policy. The Commonwealth’s greenhouse gas emissions
reduction policy should provide leadership to all States and Territories.
The
Commonwealth’s policies should provide leadership in international forums.
Ambitious ? The new Commonwealth policies would begin by banning mining of, and
drilling for new fossil fuel resources.

Fire near Omeo Victoria, January 2020
Image by The Australian: Jason Edwards
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Target setting
The frequent announcements by those in, or aspiring to, government that “our target is XX
percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions relative to the levels of year YYYY”, is a
model of obfuscation.
This form of target setting is meaningless. It should stop.
Targets should be expressed in the following forms;

• “the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere is currently 415 parts per
million (ppm). Our target is to reduce that to 250 ppm by [a date]”.

• “Australian emissions in the past financial year were AAA megatons of CO2.
Our target is to reduce that to BB megatons by (say) 2030.”

• “We will stimulate economic activity and employment by creating new industries which
produce energy and products with zero net greenhouse gas emissions. Our target is
zero emissions from [nominated industries] by [nominated dates].”
Targets can also be expressed on a “per industry sector” and “per enterprise” basis.

Image by iChaz
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Shorter hazard reduction burn seasons
It needs to be acknowledged that the bushfire season in south eastern Australia now
extends from “the end of winter” to the “beginning of winter”. The window of opportunity
for hazard reduction burning is rapidly shrinking.

See https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/not-normal-climate-change-bushfire-web/
The ever-shortening of the hazard reduction burning season is consistent with the changes
in the Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI), monitored by CSIRO and BOM.
Reference: CSIRO & BOM State of the Climate December 2018.
See page 5 in https://www.csiro.au/en/Showcase/state-of-the-climate
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Between 2003-04 and 2016-17 the Snowy district in East Gippsland had more planned
burning than any other district in Victoria.
However, East Gippsland was severely
impacted by the 2020 wildfires.

Image by NewsDotCom

To prevent extinctions, there is no place for hectare based fuel reduction targets in
science-based, efficient and effective wildfire risk reduction that considers both fire ecology
and flammability dynamics. Experience has shown that a hectare target is a blunt policy
instrument, which has driven unnecessarily large burns in remote areas, with little impact
on the protection of life and property, but significant ecological impact.
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Aerial fire fighting fleet
There is an urgent need for an expanded aerial firefighting fleet and a radical increase of
secure Federal and state funding to support the operational costs of fighting fires at their
ignition point, in both remote and populated areas, before they become uncontrollable.
The criterion of “imminent risk” should be removed from operational funding conditions.
Image by iChaz

No exemptions from EPBC Act
There are no rational grounds for exempting VicForests, or any other logging corporation
from the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act
(Commonwealth).
See https://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/about
Such EPBC exemptions have been attempted through the recently re-issued Regional
Forest Agreements (RFA’s). The validity of the RFAs has subsequently been called into
question by Justice McMillan in the Supreme Court and Justice Mortimer in the Federal
Court.
See https://www2.delwp.vic.gov.au/futureforests/what-were-doing/victorian-regional-forestagreements
Simultaneous with the winding up of all government run logging corporations, all the RFAs
should be cancelled.
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Public disaster education and information
I witnessed considerable efforts by the authorities and the media to educate the public in
fire prevention, protection from fire, and evacuation procedures.
I found that the mobile phone app VicEmergency was effective, accurate and helpful at all
times. It remains so, and should continue.
See https://emergencyapp.triplezero.gov.au
The role of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) in fire education and community
information was outstanding and exemplary. This is a very appropriate role for the ABC.
All Australian governments should support the ABC’s emergency information role, and
ensure that the ABC has all the resources it needs to continue this vital function.

Image by Sean Davey / EPA

See https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/jan/04/australia-bushfire-coverageabc-emergency-fire-broadcasts-praised-as-news-corp-goes-on-attack
See also https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2020-03-05/bushfire-crisis-five-bignumbers/12007716
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What we can learn from previous bushfire inquiries
Bushfire researcher Professor Kevin Tolhurst has commented …
“Research I’ve recently conducted with other fire experts has concluded there
have been 57 formal public inquiries, reviews and royal commissions related
to bushfires and fire management since 1939, most of which are listed here.”
See https://www.bnhcrc.com.au/utilisation/ddr
“I have given expert evidence to at least seven of them, including the 2009
Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission.
That is more than one inquiry every two years in the past 80 years.
Do we need yet another ?”
See https://theconversation.com/we-have-already-had-countless-bushfireinquiries-what-good-will-it-do-to-have-another-129896
I believe that it is reasonable for this Inquiry to consider …

• common themes arising from the previous inquiries
• the extent to which those common themes have been actioned
• the effectiveness of “common theme” actions in preventing bushfires and/or preventing
damages arising from bushfires.
It is acknowledged that the suggested analysis is a somewhat massive task. Perhaps
someone of Professor Tolhurst’s expertise could prepare a summary for this Inquiry.
Image by Eltham Leisure Centre
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Hazard reduction burning
Hazard reduction burning has serious implications for Victoria’s biodiversity.
Briefly, there are many valuable recommendations from the 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal
Commission (VBRC).
Recommendation 56 requires special mention:
“The State fund and commit to implementing a long-term program of
prescribed burning based on an annual rolling target of 5 per cent minimum
of public land.”
S e e h t t p : / / r o y a l c o m m i s s i o n . v i c . g o v. a u / fi n a l d o c u m e n t s / s u m m a r y / P F /
VBRC_Summary_PF.pdf
The climate has become warmer and drier in the last ten years. This has lead to the
relentless shortening of the hazard reduction burning season, making Recommendation 56
effectively unachievable.
Recommendation 56 is also problematic in relation to the need to conserve biodiversity
and prevent extinctions of native species.
Recommendation 56 should be set aside.

Image by Firstpost

There have been some strident calls for more “hazard reduction (HR) burns” or “prescribed
burns”.
See for example https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/angry-fire-fighters-demand-fuelreduction-burns-20200110-p53qga
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However, the effectiveness and safety of HR burns has been called into question.
See https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/06/hazard-reduction-burning-hadl i t t l e - t o - n o - e f f e c t - i n - s l o w i n g - t h i s - s u m m e r s - b u s h fi r e s ?
CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other&fbclid=IwAR0T9I_GSAwHljEyhwhqVg68ftacGPg8FtWO0x1B
M5U7cj1DJmBSXdasHcw
See also https://www.theage.com.au/environment/climate-change/why-prescribed-burnsd o n - t - s t o p - w i l d fi r e s - 2 0 2 0 0 1 2 2 - p 5 3 t l 9 . h t m l ?
fbclid=IwAR1gSwapLBK2iI5Z_LiVwAKBeNVO7cMCfdzdC0_8KhH7uEi24GmBD_VqjvM
Hazard reduction burning can have both positive and negative ecological consequences.
Excluding the “fire-stick farming” methods of Traditional Owners, modern hazard reduction
burning is contributing to extinctions of native species.
See https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/topics/parks-reserves-and-protected-areas/fire/
plants-animals-and-fire
As a form of “fuel reduction burning”, the dropping of boxfuls of incendiary ping pong balls
from an aircraft is about as far as you can get from the gentle art of aboriginal “fire-stick
farming”.
See https://www.smh.com.au/national/great-balls-of-fire-join-battle-for-the-bush-20090424ai4q.html

Image by Brian Myrick / Daily Record
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Ecosystem tipping points
There has been much discussion about potential ecological “tipping points” precipitated by
global warming. This summer, we witnessed one of those tipping points; the disastrous
combustion of our beautiful forests and their unique Australian biodiversity.
“…the massive scale of the recent Australian bushfires goes beyond what
any model used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has ever simulated – for the present or the future. In fact, one of us
(Wolfgang) has published extensively on future wildfires, and his work
found that fire activity in parts of south-eastern Australia would likely
increase significantly by the late 21st century. In reality, much more
widespread fires occurred some 70 years earlier than predicted.”
Knorr and Stefan (2020)
See https://theconversation.com/we-climate-scientists-wont-know-exactly-how-the-crisiswill-unfold-until-its-too-late-133400

Image by The Wilderness Society : Adam Stevenson
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Looming extinctions
A billion animals perished in last summer’s bushfires.
See https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-31/fact-check-have-bushfires-killed-more-thana-billion-animals/11912538

See also https://www.wildlife.vic.gov.au/home/biodiversity-bushfire-response-andrecovery?fbclid=IwAR2outzW1cHRyDtjbzSiELzSp9Wq0BQ3J64S2uoyC32SSvPV9jRc3hZ_XY
The combustion of a forest not only kills native flora and fauna, it provides opportunities for
pest species to invade and reek their own forms of havoc. Weeds, deer, rabbits, cats,
foxes, pigs and horses spring to mind.
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More extinctions can be expected.

Image by ABC / M. Fillinger
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The continuation of native forest logging, and “salvage logging” are the
most egregious sequelae of the bushfires of 2019-2020. They accelerate
the rate of extinctions.
The normal work of VicForests before and after a bushfire, makes a dire biodiversity
situation much much worse.

See https://www.smh.com.au/national/don-t-see-how-we-can-justify-it-bushfire-scientistwants-immediate-end-to-logging-20200308-p54828.html?
fbclid=IwAR37koqmyyER64QaMdaPywszjZNyVNgE69GtswVPOeN1JKEB4NDWLAwwXQ
See also https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/26/call-to-end-logging-ofp r o t e c t i v e - n a t i v e - f o r e s t s - i n - w a k e - o f - b u s h fi r e - c r i s i s ?
CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other&fbclid=IwAR2tvsr_C0dPdhNr56W_jihiwgGuuVdu5EKtHTWpjJm5U0snwZbZsrmscw
See also https://www.theage.com.au/politics/federal/113-animal-species-requiring-urgentaction-after-bushfires-20200211-p53zsu.html?fbclid=IwAR3_0lyXgE7KjGHiQStF24gr5HriJ11augXcbGkaJ-VHQZ1ifRRbe6i2gc
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Flammability of our forests
With respect to Victoria, our forests are being made more flammable by VicForests cutting
down mature trees and replacing them with regrowth that is more combustible.
This must stop.

Diagram by Philip Zylstra

See https://theconversation.com/contrary-to-common-belief-some-forests-get-more-fireresistant-with-age-95059
To make matters worse, burnt trees are being harvested by VicForests via “salvage
logging”; a practice which can severely compromise the ability of the landscape,
watercourses and ecology to recover from the trauma of bushfire.
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See also https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/national/2020/02/14/plant-regrowth-bushfires/
Salvage logging, robs burnt trees of the opportunity for recovery by epicormic and
lignotuber growth.
Salvage logging, especially using vehicles with caterpillar tracks, chews up the soil,
destroying emerging seedlings, and increasing the risk of erosion when rains arrive.
Eroded soil, along with ash, ends up contaminating watercourses, with negative
consequences for aquatic wildlife.
See https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-29/logging-bushfire-affected-areas-australiaincreases-fire-risk/11903662
See
also
https://books.google.com.au/books/about/
Salvage_Logging_and_Its_Ecological_Conse.html?id=9HX56iaZuncC&redir_esc=y
Salvage logging must cease. Now.
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Repeated combustion destroys forests
Repeated combustion of the same (originally) forested landscape can severely
compromise the ability of the forest to regenerate.

See https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/articles/why-australia-s-severe-bushfires-may-be-badnews-for-tree-regeneration

What is chop worthy ?
Rather than having yet another series of arguments over what is chop-worthy and what is
not (e.g. definitions of rainforest and “old growth forest”, etc), all government owned/
operated/tolerated native forest logging corporations must be wound up forthwith.
Token progress has been made in this respect with the announced end of native forest
logging by VicForests in Victoria, by 1 July 2030 … maybe.
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All government tolerated native forest logging corporations in Australia must be
wound up, with immediate effect.

No government should be in the forest logging business.
Every government should be in the forest protection business.
Victoria has a roadmap for ecosystem restoration via the Biodiversity 2037 Plan.
See https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/51255/
Biodiversity-2037-Summary.pdf
Each State, Territory, and the Commonwealth, needs something similar. And they need to
fund it and action it. And they need to take it seriously.
For an example of a detailed plan of action to stop native forest logging, see “Beyond
VicForests” at the end of this submission.
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We love to live in the bush. But can we ?
We love to live in the bush because of the natural values of forest ecosystems, but can we
do that in Victoria ?
Bush homes are certainly at risk of impact by bushfire.
In theory we could mitigate the risk by clearing all bush some scores of metres around the
house. But the creation of a sterile zone somewhat defeats the purpose of living in the
bush. It is also unlikely to be effective at preventing ignition of a traditional house because
of ember attacks originating far outside the sterile zone and spanning kilometres when
there are high winds. This is not the answer.
It is clear that the current National Construction Code (NCC) is not adequate for saving
human lives in buildings, in a bushfire situation.
See https://ncc.abcb.gov.au/ncc-online/NCC?
searchTerm=&generalParam={%22applications%22:[],%22years%22:[%22{87822539A542-4C95-A32C-8AE5039D0787}%22]}
See also https://theconversation.com/australian-building-codes-dont-expect-houses-to-befire-proof-and-thats-by-design-129540
The same can also be said of the current Australian Standard AS 3959 : Construction of
buildings in bushfire-prone areas.
See http://www.as3959.com.au
See also http://www.as3959.com.au/as-3959-download/
From Australian Standard AS 3959…
“The objective of this Standard is to prescribe particular construction
details for buildings to reduce the risk of ignition from a bushfire while
the fire front passes.”
This is the wrong objective.
The objective should NOT be about saving the building, but saving the lives of the people
inside the building. The difference is not trivial.
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There needs to be a new (family of) Australian Standards for the construction of dwellings,
shelters, and commercial premises which are “bushfire-proof” from a human survival
perspective; even if these constructs are essentially underground “bomb shelters”,
provisioned with bottled compressed air, food, and drinking water.
For ecological reasons, such Standards should not be reliant upon the wholesale clearing
of vegetation, including trees, around the constructs. Strong winds and ember attack can
make such cleared zones pyrologically irrelevant.
The elevated costs of building in accordance with the proposed new Australian Standards,
are indeed “the costs of living in the bush”.
Bushfire resistant and bushfire proof homes appear to be technically feasible.

A bushfire resistant, earth sheltered house at Narwee, created by Baldwin O’Bryan
Architects, which won the Bushfire Building Council 2015 Innovation Design award.
Photograph: Bushfire Building Council

See https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/feb/09/bushfire-proofhouses-black-saturday-innovations
The proposed new Australian Standards should include provisions for retro-fitting existing
structures, and adjuncts to same.
The Victorian government can play an important role in the development of new building
codes and standards for the construction of buildings within bushfire prone areas.
Zoning regulations should stipulate that planning permits for construction of dwellings,
shelters, and commercial premises within areas of high bushfire risk will not be issued
unless the proposed construct complies with the proposed new Australian Standards.
Planning applications would also need to state the proposed escape routes and access
routes for fire appliances.
Formal evaluation, approval, and inspections should be
required.
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Fire management by Traditional Owners
Before European settlement, it was common practice for Traditional Owners to conduct
deliberate bush burns that were often only 0.1 to 0.5 hectares. These burns were carefully
prepared and controlled to encourage or discourage the growth of specific plants, and to
drive out food animals with smoke. This is “gardening with fire”.

Image by ABC South East NSW: Vanessa Milton

My conversations with Traditional Owners attest that massive landscape scale intense
bushfires are NOT part of the long oral history of their ancestors.
Before 1788, Traditional Owners did not have roads, vehicles or aircraft. They did not
have the means to escape any fast moving large hot fire. These people would have been
killed. But this did not happen.
Big bushfires are a modern problem.
Big bushfires are a “whitefella” problem.
Can we return to the controlled burning techniques of Traditional Owners ?
The
challenges are significant. Land tenure matters are now much more complex. But most
significantly, the climate is now much warmer and drier than at any time in thousands of
years.
I respectfully suggest that this Inquiry should receive evidence from Traditional Owners
regarding traditional fire stick farming.
See for example https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-09/indigenous-cultural-fire-burningmethod-has-benefits-experts-say/11853096
See also https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-04-13/how-victor-steffensen-is-fighting-firewith-fire/11866478
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To halt the tide of extinctions, the winding up of all state-run native forest logging
corporations e.g. VicForests, should be completed as a matter of urgency.
It is appropriate for this Inquiry to issue interim recommendations to that effect.

Image by Dr. Lea Jellinek
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Beyond VicForests:
An example of a plan to wind up all government tolerated
native forest logging corporations in Australia.
Background
The most effective Immediate action that Parliament can take to reduce the rate of
terrestrial ecosystem decline in Victoria, is to end native forest logging, by terminating the
VicForests Corporation, forthwith.
We are at a critical point in the history of forests in eastern Australia.
A combination of drought, bushfire, global warming, floods, and logging and salvage
logging threaten to convert our beautiful Australian forests into moonscapes.
Misinformed, compromised, and supine governments are failing all of us, especially future
generations.
No government should be in the forest logging business.
Every government should be in the forest protection business.
A state owned logging corporation is an anachronism.
We need immediate action to counter this madness, halt the extinctions, and save our
ecosystems.
See https://aboutregional.com.au/salvage-logging-could-destroy-habitat-for-vulnerableanimals-expert-warns/
Bushfires are being made worse by the logging and regrowth of native forests by
VicForests.
VicForests normal work is grossly inconsistent with Victoria’s Biodiversity 2037 Plan.
See https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/biodiversity/biodiversity-plan

Image by Dr. Lea Jellinek
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Beyond VicForests - Action Plan
Objective:

End native forest logging by winding up the VicForests Corporation, forthwith.

Strategies: Do not negotiate over what can be logged, or not.
Do not become embroiled in negotiations about “a future” for VicForests.
The VicForests Corporation has no future.
Recommended actions to be undertaken by government
1.

Formally wind up the VicForests Corporation, as a matter of urgency.
Terminate all VicForests staff, with full entitlements.

2.

Cancel all remaining contracts between VicForests and their contractors, suppliers
and customers on the basis of “force majeure” arising from this summer’s bushfires.
See https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-02-06/logger-contracts-cancelled-by-vicf o r e s t s - d u e - t o - g i p p s l a n d - fi r e s / 1 1 9 3 7 9 3 2 ?
sf229664644=1&fbclid=IwAR044xzgFwpkc7RBdz2sVVrBJDhu8SY1eB0oKBCp31_FvmBpxEuNAkPV2o

3.

Stop the "salvage logging” atrocity now.

4.

Cancel all Regional Forest Agreements.
See https://www2.delwp.vic.gov.au/futureforests/what-were-doing/victorian-regionalforest-agreements

5.

Repeal the Wood Pulp Agreement Act and all other related regulations.
See http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/fpaa1996309/sch1.html

6.

Without delay, re-employ the entire VicForests workforce through a “forests
enhanced” Biodiversity 2037 Implementation Framework.
The re-employment
program to be extended to all former VF contractors and sawmillers who may wish to
participate.
Effectively, the forest destruction workforce is transformed into the forest
reconstruction workforce.
See https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/biodiversity/Implementing-Biodiversity-2037

7.

Where there is a clear need for the removal of burnt trees to prevent them from falling
on roadways, the removal work should be carried out by VicRoads.
Not VicForests.

8.

There is a new program of government incentives for people and companies to exit
the native forest timber industry. It is called the “Victorian Forestry Plan” (2020).
See https://www.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-11/DJPR-Inclusion-ForestryPlan-1.pdf
Apply that program now, making all of the incentives available in 2020, rather than
2024. Increase the value of all the incentives to double or more.

9.

Ensure that ALL the VicForests-owned timber harvesting machinery is sold or
scrapped. Provide incentives to machinery dealers and impose disposal deadlines.
Extend this program to all timber industry contractors who find that they now have
excess machinery.

10. Initiate research projects aimed at finding ways of making paper, cardboard,
fibreboard and other fibre related products from annual crops, from crop wastes, and
from microbiological sources of cellulose. Export these products instead of wood
chips.
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11. Initiate research projects aimed at reduction of paper and wood consumption.
12. Initiate research projects aimed at finding replacements for paper and other wood
products with more environmentally benign materials.
Here are some examples;

• Wooden pallets should be banned. They should be replaced by returnable
stillages made from recycled metals, plastics, and composites.

• Toilet paper should be made only from recycled paper, bamboo, or fibre from
other annual crops grown on agricultural land.

• House frames and roof trusses can be made of (recyclable) steel.
• Furniture can be made from a wide range of non-wood materials including
recycled plastics.
13. Where there is no substitute for wood, grow plantation timber on agricultural land.
14. Government to enact the above changes through legislation in Parliament, in order
to make the changes as irreversible as possible.
15. Continue, and accelerate actions to reduce net emissions of greenhouse gas
emissions into the atmosphere.
16. Monitor and measure progress, including biodiversity and economic performance.
Benchmark against the enhanced Biodiversity 2037 Plan and other criteria.
Publish often.
17. Incorporate rescued landscapes into National Parks to ensure their continued
protection.
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Second thoughts ?
In case there is any reluctance about winding up VicForests, it is noteworthy that
VicForests trashes about 9.5 hectares of native forest each working day, or about 3,000
hectares per year.
Native forest logging is bereft of social licence.

See https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-02-20/fact-check-five-mcgs-of-native-forestsl o g g e d - i n - v i c t o r i a / 1 0 7 8 0 8 4 6 ?
fbclid=IwAR389qLAAaDK8ByDfnWaNApn05qViDb99XT3uo2mf8EpUUFNU5JIUprNGEU
See page 31 in https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vicengage.files/4915/6438/3710/FutureOfOurForests_FeedbackReport.pdf
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How much will we pay to have our native forests trashed ?
The Parliamentary Budget Office (Victoria) has concluded that the immediate cessation of
native forest logging by VicForests could save taxpayers over $190 million, over ten years.

Here is another way of looking at this. Over the next ten years, the taxpaying public will
pay $190,000,000 for the privilege of having our biodiversity trashed and sent to Asia as
little chips.
Unless we stop it.
S e e a l s o h t t p s : / / s w a y . o f fi c e . c o m / c Q X o i K W O 0 H H N L 6 m l ?
fbclid=IwAR1QJbkVOfc8MoGjQ0gXyZuz5UvUaqszXYawF2ZBxyso91aF-IQTZ-57vvM
See https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/13/ending-logging-in-victorian o w - w o u l d - s a v e - t a x p a y e r s - 1 9 2 m - b u d g e t - o f fi c e - e s t i m a t e s ?
CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other&fbclid=IwAR1Us5aHsCNSygY6Acfg8dUddJSI1YBhDjedHK0
FksxzzYAWGZhij_YkI2g
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And the law ?
VicForests is not doing so well in the Courts.
In the Supreme Court …
WOTCH has been granted a series of injunctions to halt logging in areas of
unburnt habitat while the case proceeds. The full hearing of the case is
scheduled to commence on 7 October 2020 for ten days.
”Whilst the defendant (VicForests) has demonstrated it will suffer some shortterm loss, and that long-term loss may exacerbate any likely shortfall in
production, this pales in comparison to the potential threat of irreversible
environmental damage to the fire affected threatened species. All five of the
threatened species have been identified by the state government as on the path
to extinction. It goes without saying that once these species are extinct, there is
no going back.”
Justice McMillan, Victoria's Supreme Court, January 2020.
See https://www.envirojustice.org.au/supreme-court-case-wotch-vs-vicforests/
And in the Federal Court …
“83 This is a case where at no stage in its evidence or submissions did VicForests
make any concession whatsoever about the level of impact of its forestry
operations on these two species. In particular I refer again to my findings at
[1015] of the liability reasons:
The attitude demonstrated by VicForests, through Mr Paul as its
institutional witness, indicates a reluctance to accept basic and
well-established general propositions about the role of forestry
operations as a threat to hollow-dependent species such as the
Greater Glider. This conduct confirms that any policy
statements which have emerged indicating a voluntary change
to its timber harvesting practices are driven by commercial
motivations, rather than any acceptance of the repeated expert
opinion (including in official documents issued under the EPBC
Act) about the threats posed by timber harvesting. There is little
evidence of sustained change on the ground. And VicForests’
reluctance in this proceeding to accept the obvious illustrates its
defensive attitude and its apparent desire to protect the existing
range and nature of its timber harvesting activities as much as
possible. The Court does not accept it is likely that, on the
ground, VicForests will in fact change the way it carries out its
forestry operations so that the Greater Glider secures improved
protection from forestry operations and its population decline is
not only arrested but begins to be reversed. As I have noted,
the expert evidence of both Dr Smith and Professor Woinarski
is clear that recovery to sustainable and non-threatened levels
is part of the conservation of any species.”
Justice Mortimer, Federal Court, 21 August 2020
See https://www.judgments.fedcourt.gov.au/judgments/Judgments/fca/single/
2020/2020fca1199?
fbclid=IwAR0YktrN9Tkic5nh7MfRJ2NXCWhmTl4hc4sszzzbp0CGxjMW8Sx5pXYWiUo
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